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THE MEXICAN CRAFTS 
IN RELATION TO THE RELATED ARTS 

OF CALEXICO PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

It is the purpose of this thesis to explore the back- 

ground of the present-day popular Mexican crafts; to 

assenible information on them; and to determine the possi- 

bility of including them in the related art work of the 

Calexico Public Schools. 

One of the functions of the school is that of pre- 

paring students to more ably take their places in society. 

In recent years, the Americanization program of both 

various social organizations and certain school systems 

has attracted great interest. Buffalo, Albany, and 

New York City have, through the interest approach to the 

foreign-born citizens of their communities, been success- 

ful in putting over their programs. This was done tlì.rough 

utIlizatIon of the native crafts of the foreign people of 

the city. A feeling of pride in their contribution was 

developed, and through this was created an active interest 

in the community. The need of this feeling of pride in 

one's native culture is seen in the school and connnunity 

in which the writer has made this study. Up to the present 

time, nothing of this nature has been carried on in the 



eoiiimunity. The social organizations that might take advan- 

tage of' such an opportunity are lindted In both number and 

membership. The school Is one agency that contacts a great 

number 0fb people. If an apprecIation of the Mexican crafts 

can be developed in the schools, the parents also will 

become more interested in both the crafts and the schools. 

By showing the contribution Mexico has to make in the large 

n'mbor of Mexican students in the schools, one can develop 

a greater understanding and appreciation of their own peo- 

ple. The Mexican student will not be the only one to 

profit by this study. The other members of the class will 

develop a greater understanding of their neighbors; thus a 

more united conimunity will result. 

The writer's interest in this subject has developed 

over a period of years, because of a particular interest 

in crafts with relation to the country of their origin. 

Since living on the Mex±can border for the last eleven 

years that interest has centered on the Mexican crafts. 

It has finally brought her to these conclusions: (i) 

Assembled material of background and information on crafts 

is not easily available to the school; (2) The person or 

persons teaching the related art work do not have suffi- 

cient time and money for research and assembling the mate- 

rials necessary to relate the work to students; (3) greater 

effort should be made to relate the art work to the native 

interests and abilities of the students. 
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CHAPTER II 

SOURCES OF DATA AND METHOD OF PROCEDURE 

In the development of this study, it was found neces- 

sary to touch upon the fields of archaeology, anthropology, 

and art in order more ably to explain the crafts of today 

and their relation to the teaching of related arts in the 

Calexico schools. These fields were scanned in an attempt 

to find similar studies and to get the backgroimd flecos- 

sary to carry on the study. So far as the writer has been 

able to discover, no studies have been conducted which show 

any definite attempt to relate art work to the majority of 

Mexican students in the public schools of any given local- 

ity. 

The first part of this study is concerned with a 

survey taken fran the office records of the City Superin- 

tendent of Schools, Calexico, California, to determine the 

percentage of Mexican students in the schools of that city. 

The second part of this study is concerned with an 

attempt to assemble information that may be used as a 

foundation upon which to base the crafts of the related 

art work in the Calexico Public Schools. Literature was 

reviewed on the Mexican crafts and culture from 46 A.D. 

to the present date. The writer spent one month in Mexico, 

for the purpose of studying the crafts. First-hand mf or- 



mation and illustrative material was collected that is to 

be used in the schools. The 1'Tational Muse'i in Mexico 

City, with its exhibits of the early crafts and culture, 

was visited, as were also factories, homes, markets, and 

stores where native wares are made and sold. In addition, 

the writer attended exhibits of IIexcan crafts in Mexico 

City and Sabinas Hildago and, wherever possible, studied 

the native's use of his crafts in his daily living. 
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CHPPTER III 

SURVEY OF CALDOECO PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

What is meant by related art? The writer assumes 

that it is art as related to home and daily living as may 

be taught in organized classes open to all students in the 

Public School. Russell and Wilson, in "Art Training 

Through Hue Problems", say, "Art has much to contribute 

to daily living. ----- With a little more thought 
directed toward the enjoiment of beauty and the importance 

of daily living, the possibility of a finer and richer 

environment is by no means an impossiblo goal". 

"In addition such a 

course may include some judnent problems based upon 

etchings, engravings, Japanese and block prints; of 

crafts, such as metalwork, jewelry, wood-carving, and 

pottery; of weaving including Oriental rugs, Indian weav- 

Ing and basketry, and. hand-woven coverlets; arid 0±' other 
types of handwork such as embroidery and lace . Few teachers 

have access to many of the above-mentioned materials but 

even one or two beautiful pieces will add interest to the 

art course". 2 

1. Russell and Wilson, t Training Through Home Problems, 
p. 18. 

2. Thid, p. 201. 



The question now is, ttAre we going to let the oppor- 

tunity of creating greater interest in the class or classes 

slip by, by ignoring the fact, that we do have a great many 

Mexican students in our Publie Schools?" Mexico has a rich 

heritage. Its early culture has been compared to those of 

Egypt, Greece, and Rome. Mexico's contribution is great 

if we wish to make use of it. It is admitted that her 

crafts of today do not come up to those of the past, but 

they are still beautiful. It is possible to borrow good 

examples of old crafts from local residents. The appreci- 

ation of these should have a definite place in our school 

life. Since Calexico is located on the Mexican border, 

many articles of modern crafts may be inexpensively pur- 

chased in the neighborïng Mexican towns. 

In order to have a numerical basis to show the need 

for such related art work in Calexico Public Schools, the 

Principal's Ivlonthly report of the Elementary Schools to 

the Superintendent of Schools; and the student registra- 

tion cards in the High School Office for the school year 

1937-38 were studied by the writer and from them tables 

were worked out to show the percentage of Mexican, Anieri- 

can, and 'Other Students', the last consisting of Japanese, 

Chinese, Assyrian, Swiss, and Negro pupils. All students 

of Mexican parentage were listed in the Mexican coln. 

Many of these students are American born but still speak 
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the Spanish or Mexican language in the home. It was inter- 

esting to find, that many of the Mexican students had been 

born in Mexico. In the study, however, no attempt was made 

to segregate them. The study includes not alone the girls 

but gj students of the Public Schools of Calexico as the 

writer agrees with Russell and Vilson's statement in "Art 

Training Through Home Problems" "an art training which 

enriches the life of an individual is priceless and should 

be available to all". 

The Principal's report for the school year 1937-36 for 

the Elementary Schools was studied and the desired informa- 

tion tabulated. To get a complete picture of the enroll- 

ment, it was necessary to take the totals for each month, 

add them, and then divide by nine to get the average 

monthly enrollment. The percentage of each nationality, 

i.e. american, Mexican, and others, was worked out for each 

school. 

3. Russell and Wilson, t TraininR Tbouh Home P'oblems, 
p. 13. 



TABLE I 

CALEXICO ELE1ENTARY SCHOOLS 
SCHOOL IEAR 1937-38 

Total Ave. No. Per Cent 
Months of School Year Students Nationality -- 

Per Each School 
SCHOOL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Month Per Month 

HOCKWOOD 247 271 285 304 304 305 295 298 295 2604 289.3 
American 93 102 103 112 118 114 106 110 107 965 107.2 37.4 
Mexican 133 148 162 172 166 169 168 166 166 1450 161.1 55.6 
Others 21 21 20 20 20 22 21 22 22 189 21.0 7.0 

HOFFTIAN 421 448 463 512 526 517 498 493 490 4368 485.3 
American 198 205 221 246 259 247 232 233 228 2069 229.8 47.4 
Mexican 184 199 202 227 227 227 224 218 222 1930 214.4 44.2 
Others 39 42 40 39 40 43 42 42 40 367 40.7 8.4 

DOOL 265 338 366 392 395 390 393 385 373 3297 366.3 
American O O O O O O O O O 
Mexican 256 330 359 383 386 383 386 378 366 3227 358.5 97.8 
Others 9 8 7 9 9 7 7 7 7 70 7.8 2.2 
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To get a complete picture of the Elementary Schools, 

certain of the totals were transcribed to the following 

chart, and new totals and percentages were tabulated. 

TABLE II 
CALEXIC O ELEINTARY SCHOOLS 

SCHOOLS Ave. No. of No. of Each Per Cent of Each 
Students Nationality Nationality 
Per Month Per LIonth 

Amer. Mex. Others Amer. Mex. Others 

ROCKWOOD 289.3 107.2 161.1 21.0 37.4 55.6 '7.0 
HOFFLIAN 485.3 229.8 214.4 40.7 47.4 44.2 8.4 
DOOL 366.3 0.0 358.5 '7.7 0.0 97.8 2.2 

Total 1140.9 337.0 '734.0 69.4 29.6 64.3 6.1 

The significant figures to be studied in the above 

chart are per cent Llexican students, 64.3%, and per cent 

American students, 29.6%. 

The High School permanent record cards for the school 
year 1937-38 were similarly studied and tabulated. 
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TABLE III 

CALEXICO UNION RIGE SCHOOL 1937-36 

Per Per Per 
CLASSES Tota]. Cent Cent Cent 

Enrolled Amer. Mex. Others Amer. Mex. Others 

FRESIIMA.N 119 43 56 20 36.1 47.1 16.8 
SOPHOMORE 95 35 44 16 36.8 46.3 16.9 
JUNIOR 90 35 35 20 38.9 38.9 22.2 
SENIOR 61 30 23 8 49.2 37.7 13.1 
SPECIAL 1 1 0 0 1.0 

TOTALS 366 143 158 65 39.1 43.2 17.7 

The significant figures in the above chart are 43.2% 

Mexican and 39.1% American students in the Calexico Union 

High School. It can be seen that the percentage of Mexican 

students drops as the higher level of school achievement is 

reached, but the reasons for this are not included in the 

scope of this study. Even so, the higher percentage stili 

remains Mexican. 

The fact that very few of these students go, after 

graduation, to an institution of higher learning should be 

taken into consideration. Because of this, the public 

schools offer them their only opportunity for a study in 

appreciation and knowledge of their native crafts. 

It is upon this supposition and these findings that 

the writer bases this further study of Mexican crafts. 
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CHAPTER IV 

TI-lE EARLY CULTURE OF ?OEXICO 

The cultural background of Mexico is usually divided 

into three chief branches, Mayan, Toltec, and Aztec. The 

first has been proved one of the outstanding cultures of 

the vorld. 

"among the prehistoric culture remains in the western 

hemisphere are some of wonderful ricbness, in the ruins of 

the advanced peoples in the highlands of Mexico, Central 

and South America". i 

The culture preceding the Mayan is, for want of a 

better term, called Archaic. "This earlier culture shows 

such definite affiliations with the Mayan civilization that 

undoubtedly it was ancestral thereto. As yet, we have no 

idea for how long an interval this Archaic horizon con- 

tinued, nor what could have preceded it, since it is not 

crude 5n itself. The other reason we have for believing 

the 68 A.D. date to be late in Maya history lies in the 

extraordinary calendar from which it is derived." 2 

"The Tuca of Peru and the Maya of southern Mexico 

and Central America were the leaders of civilization in 

1. Rivers, U.H.R; Jenks, A.E.; Morley, S.G., The_Present 
Condjtion and Future NeedsZ the science of Anthro- 
pology at the gst of the Carnegie Institution of 
Washiton, p. 53. 

2. Morris, Ann Axtell, Digging in Yucatan, p. 41. 
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their respective continents, and in each case their nearest 

competitors were far behind. The Layas were originators 

and not adapters of art and architecture. Maya remains 

present an unbroken cultural development extending over 

1500 years. It is admitted that the Inca surpassed the 

Maya in textile arts and possibly also in government and 

social organization. It is certain the Maya far excelled 

the Inca in the arts of sculpture, painting, architecture 

and in the sciences of writing, arithmetic, astronomy and 

chronology. Their history recorded in their hieroglyphic 

inscriptions covers a range of more than a thousand years; 

their observatIons in astronomy reveal a knowledge of the 

movements of' heavenly bodies equalled by that of a few 

peoples of antiquity, their system of chronology kept an 

account of elapsed tthie which In accuracy rivals our oivn; 

while in sculpture, painting and architecture the Maya has 

been most aptly termed "The Greeks of the New World". 

ttMayas for centuries, both before and after the begin- 

ning of the Christian ora, occupied Guatemala, Northern 

Honduras, and the Mexican States bordering thereon". 

3. RIvers, U.H.R.; Jenks, A.E.; Morley, S.G., The Present 
Condition and Future Needs oÍ the Science of Anthro- 
pology, Carnegie Institution of Washirgton, p. 63. 

4. ws Service ullet1n Vol. III, Carnegie Institution o 
Wjpgton, p. 154. 
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"Although the origin of the Maya, like that of' al]. 

races, Is shrouded in mystery there are grounds for believ- 

Ing that forerunners occupied the Central American high- 

lands for several nililenia preceding the C1ristian era. 

There is evidence also, pointing to the conclusion that 

toward the close of the first millenluin before Christ 

migrations occurred which brought the people to the Peten 

district of northern Guatemala, where, during the second 

half of the first century after Christ, Uaxactun was founded. 

Certain it is that a stela at Uaxactun has a date 

inscribed upon it corresponding to A.D. 68. A series of 

dated monuments at Uaxacttm indicates that this center was 

occupied until A.D. 659." 

"Based largely upon evidence afforded by date-bearing 

stelae, it appears that during the fifteen centuries that 

elapsed between the founding of Uaxactun and the coming of 

Europeans, the Maya were enterprising colonizers. This 

long span of activity breaks about midway into two great 

periods - the period of the Old npire and the period of 

the New npire". 6 

"Du.ring the first of these periods, beginning with the 

arrival of the Maya in the Peten district of Northern 

Guatemala and the founding of Uaxactun, came in ch.ronologl- 

5. News Service Bullei Vol. III, Carnegienstjtutjon of 
ashjngto, p. 154. 

6. Ibid, p. 154. 



ca]. sequence, the founding of Tikal, a few miles away; 

Copan in Honduras 300 miles directly south; Tulluon, on 

the east coast of Yucatan, 400 miles to the north of the 

original center; and of more than a hundred cities and 

towns in the intervening areas". 

"The period of the New ipire, so-called, dates from 

the seventh century when for reasons that have never been 

satisfactorily determined there came a gradual abandonment 

of the area of origina], occupation and a trekking northward 

into Yucatan and, in due course, the development in the new 

home of an extraordinarily brilliant civilization that came 

to full flower only a short while before the arrival of the 

Europeans.t' 

There seems to be soins difference of opinion as to the 

exact date of the New Empire period of Maya history, for in 

the News Service Bulletin of the Carnegie Institution of 

Washington is found: "The peak of this construction activi- 

t7 at Chichen Itza was reached during what is known as the 

New npire perIod of Maya history, a period which probably 

began soon after the middle of the eleventh century and 

which continued well into the last half of the fifteenth 

century almost to the time of the coning of Coltnbus. This 

period of three and one-half centuries is often referred to 

7. News Service Bulletin Vol. III Carnegie Institution of 
Wahinton, p. 155. 
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as the period of Maya renaissance, and it is indeed true 

that during this time the Maya culture experienced a sharp 

revival which found its most fruitful expression in the 

designing arid constructing of great buildings for religious 

and ceremonial purposes. 

"Thj awakening to exuberant architectural activity 

appears to have beenthe, in part at least, to the influx of 

an alien people from the west. There is uncertainty as to 

just who these people were but there are grounds for believ- 

ing that they belonged to the great Naiivan linguistic group 

of Mexico. At all events they profoundly affected the art, 

architecture, and the religious and ceremonial life of 

Chichen Itza, Mayapan, and Uxmal, the three city-states of 

Yucatan that, during this period of Maya history, formed 

the political confederacy known as the League of Mayapan." 8 

"The invaders from the west brought with them, for 

example, worship of Kukulcan, the feathered serpent God, who 

was represented by a rattlesnake having a body whose scales 

were replaced by the feathers of the sacred quetzal bird 

and from whose mouth a human head frequently protruded. 

Everywhere in Chichen Itza among the buildings of the New- 

rnpire perIod, representations of this all-powerful divinity 

of the earth and sky are to be found. In columns, cornices, 

8. News Service Bulletin Vol. IV Carnegie Institutjo of 
Washington, p. 107. 
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facades, balustrades, murals, bas-reliefs, the Maya artists 
and sculptors employed the feathered serpent as an ornainen- 

tal motif with unrestrained prodigality. 
"So, too, the irrimigrants from the west seem to have 

been responsible for the marked increase that took place in 

the performing of h.nnan sacrifices. Indeed, it is thought 

by some that they are rightly to be charged with having 

introduced the religious ceremonies that were associated 
with El Castillo and the sacred well nearby - ceremonies 

which culminated in the casting of the most beautiful of 

the Maya maidens into the well in a supreme effort to ap- 

pease the rain-God who was thought to have his abode in the 
depths below". 

This practice has made it possible for archaeologists 
to dig out and piece together many examples of the early 
practices of the Maya. A list of materials renioved from 

the sacred Cenote in Chichen Itza are as follows: 
"Five golden basins and cups, two score beaten and 

decorated large flat dishes of gold, twenty finger rings of 
the softest purest ore, a serpent-decorated throwing stick 
of gold, a mask, shields, sandals of thin gold, a score of 
animal figures, and a hundred bells also of gold. Buckets- 
ful of broken bits of precious metal. 

9. Novia ServiceBullettzi, Carneiie Institution of Wasjng±ton, 
Vol. IV,o._12, p. 107-108. 
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"Hundreds and hundreds of jade beads, large and small, 

both carved and plain; jade statuettes; scores of pendants, 

ear ornaments, and carved jade tablets; turquoise inlay 

work, knives and beautifi1 flint spearheads, thin and sharp 

as razors; large stone statues; finely worked pottery; pieces 

of richly woven cloth, water preserved through the centuries; 

and a thousand more things that are fascinating to archaeolo- 

gists". 

Of the culture of the early Maya has been written: 

"Nor did other arts and sciences lag behind architecture 

and sculpture in the L'!ayan cultural procession. Metal, it 

is true, the Maya of the Old ipire did not have, but the 

lack of it did not prevent them from carving such a hard 

substance as jade, which they made into beautiÍ\.l plaques 

sometimes six inches square, showing their principal deities 

and rulers in acts of adoration or sacrifice. Necklaces, 

anklets, wristlets, ear-rings, nose-ornaments, beads and 

pendants were fashioned from the same refractory material 

which even without the aid of metal tools, seems to have 

presented little difficulty to the Mayan lapidaries. 

tquj5je wood carvings, delicate modeling in stucco, 

ceramics, painting, weaving and gorgeous mosaics made of 

brilliantly colored feathers were some of the other arts in 

which so far as the native races of the New World are con- 

10. Morris. Ann Axtell, Diin in Yucatan, p. 201. 
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cerned, the Old Empire Maya acknowledged few equals and, 

with the possible exception of the Inca in the art of weav- 

ing, no superiors. And when one comes to a knowledge of the 

abstract sciences, such as aritbmetic, chronology, and 

astronomy, they had few peers among their contemporaries, 

even in the Old World". 

"The earlier centers were not abandoned; they merely 

yielded their prestige to new rivals. Maya ruins are not 

the remains of extensive cities; the Maya were not an urban 

people, but agriculturists. 

"The ruins that we see today are civil and religious 

centers to which the surrounding farmers flocked on market 

or feast days. Proof of this statement is evidenced by the 

low platforms forming ancient house mounds which extend 

throughout the jungle in every direction and without demar- 

cation between one center and another." 12 

11. Shattuck, George Cheever, ThePeninsula ofYucatan, p. 31. 
12. "The Culture of the Ivlaya." Supplementary Publications 

No. 6, p. 3. 
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PYRAMID AT CHOLULA 

This p'arnid is attributed to the Toltecs. 
A Catholic church has been built on its sunirnit. 



PYRAMID AT TEOTIHIJACAN NEAR v1EXICO CITY 
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MASONRY OF PYRAMID AT TEOTIHUACAN 

This pyramid is believed to have been built 
by the Toltecs. 
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CARVINGS ON 
TEMPLE OF QUETZALCOATL AT TEOTIRUACAN 
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ttThe beautiful templos which rose in Chichen Itza under 

Toltec rule owe a groat deal to Mayan craftsmanship." 

"Chichen Itza under Toltec influence was brought into 

civic quarrels and battles. Disease seems to have dragged 

down the weakened population, and the whole fabric of Mayan 

civilization began to be torn apart, never to be patched 

together again.'t 14 

The center of Toltec power seems to have been in the 

city of Cholula, which at one time was the center of a 

large Indian settlement. There, at the present time, is 

the church built upon a prrainid. Authorities differ as to 

who actually built this pyramid and the two at Teotihuacan, 

whether of the Toltec or some preceding civilization. If 

one were to ask this of a Mexican in Mexico, as did the 

writer, the answer would undoubtedly be, "Quien sabe?" 

"VfljtD knows?" 

The origin of the Toltec race or tribe is also clouded 

in mystery for in legend they came in from the north as the 

Aztecs supposedly did. The Valley of Teotihuacan had pro- 

duced. pottery, textiles, industrial implements, exquisite 

jade, obsidian jewelry, and feather cloths. 

The Aztecs, one of the Nahua tribe of Indians, estab- 

lished themselves on an island near the edge of the brackish 

13. Magoff in, R.V.D., The Romance of chaeology, p. 246. 
14. Thicl, p. 248. 



Lake Tezeoco. There with silt drawn from the lake and with 

plant life they gradually built up a larger island. Gradu- 

ally they becanie strong enough to bring under their control 
other tribes of Indians in the surrounding country; thus an 

Aztec npire was built up between 1325 when they first 
founded the city of Tenochtitlan and 1521 when it fell into 
the hands of the Spaniards. 

Information regarding the culturo of the Aztecs has 

been derived largely from letters written home by the 

Spanish adventurers and colonizers - though in more recent 
years excavations have been made revealing pyraiiiids and 

tombs containing pottery; carvings in stone and wood; 

codices painted in color on inazquez parchment and 

deer skins; and writing. The Aztecs are also famous for 
their Calendar Stone, whIch is now in the National Museum 

in Mexico City. Other objects carved in stone, credited 
to the Aztecs, may also be seen there. It is said that 
not a basement can be dug in the city without revealing 

some Aztec treasures, 
"The Aztecs of Mexico, who also had a system of 

wit1ng, borrowed heavily from the Mayan 15 

The Aztecs did very fine weaving in cotton and decorat- 
ed their costumes with beads, using conventionalized flower 
motifs. Examples of these may be seen in the Ethnological 
department of the National Musei. 

15. Magoff in, R..V.D., The Romance of Archaeoloiv, p. 225. 
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"Meanwhile, it must be remembered, there were scattered 

Mexican tribes, more or less well known, which had their 

stone cities and their own variants of Middle Anierican 

civilization. Of these the Aztecs were the most famous, 

partly because it was the Aztecs who met Cortez when he 

landed on the Mexican coast." 16 

16. Magoff in, R.V.D., The Romance of Archaeologr, p. 249. 
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CHÊPTR V 

TEE INFLUENCE OF THE SPANISH CONQUEST 

"The strange Americans that the Spaniards found in 

Mexico, Central America and Peru had built great cities 

full of high temples to their gods and painted palaces for 

their kings, and they dressed these kings in gorgeous and 

beautiful clothes made of feathers of thousands of bright 

colored tiny birds." 

"The Spanish influence, such as it was, undoubtedly 

added some valuable things to Mexican life, but it also 

made very grave subtractions." 2 

"It was in the capital that the Aztec civilization 

received its most deadly stab; the Indian pattern being 

all but erased. Its inhabitants were butchered, its 

leaders hunted down and tortured, its gods obliterated, 

its temples and public buildings razed. As a result it 

became a Spanish town, with Colonial architecture through- 

out. The same red lava brick was used, many a new founda- 

tion was compounded of carved stone idols, but the whole 

aspect, physical and spiritual of the city changed." 

Cortez' conquest of the Yucatan peninsula took place 

in 1524 and 1525. 

1. Morris, Ann Axtell, Diin i Yucatan, p. 31. 
2. Chase, Stuart, Mexico, p. 81. 
3. Ibid., p. 251. 
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"Then the Spaniards first contacted the Maya - they also 

grew tobacco for smoking; gourds of many varieties for con- 

tainers, and henequen from the fibers of which coarse cloth 

was woven. So, too, the cotton plant was widely known; 

indeed it can not be doubted that cotton spinning and weav- 

Ing were arts that had advanced to high development among 

the Maya centuries before the advent of the Spaniards." 
4 

-- "the Maya civilization came at length to 

naught, and while the Spanish Conquest was the thmiediate 

cause which shattered this once great culture, the seeds 

of its decay and downfall had been sown long before the 

discovery of America." 

"It is but justice to the Spanish memory to write that 

the great cultures of America, in the Mayan area and in 

Peru had already passed Into decay centuries before the 

Spanish invasion. Against their record cannot be charged 

the destruction of the greatest civilization of the Now 

World.t 6 

"Some of the priests were tireless and self-sacrIfic- 

Ing in their efforts to help the Indians, and that they 

4. News Service Bulletin Carnegie Institution of ashInton, 
Vol. IV, No. 26, p. 219. 

5. Rivers, W.H.R.; Jenks, A.E.; Morley, S.G., The Present 
Condition and Future Needs cf the Science of Anthrool- 
o-, Careçie Institution of Washin&ton, p. 67. 

6. Crawford, LI.D.C., The Mritae of Cotton, p. 50. 



established primary schools, taught manual arts and mechani- 

ca]. methods, ministered to the sick and helped to suppress 

the more barbarous practices to which the Indians had been 

addicted before the conquest, or which had been inflicted 

upon them by their om chiefs." '' 

The Dominican and Franciscan friars also were tireless 

in attempting to destroy the previous cultures, particularly 

written works, and to substitute their own culture. They 

were quite successful with the Mayan in that there remains 

three of their codices in the world, and they were a race 

noted for keeping records of events. 

"The hacienda was the major contribution of Spain to 

the organic Mexico. ftnctioned strongly, 

it twisted the Indian pattern more violently than any 

other imported institution." 6 As a result of this plan 

the Indians were reduced to the position of serfs or slaves. 

"The old civilization produced marvelous craftsmen. 

Their pottery though unglazed, was distinguished; their 

feather robes, turquoise masks, silver and gold work, carv- 

ing of' bone and obsidian, textiles, embroidery, wood carv- 

ing, frescoes, and sculptured stone were of the highest 

order. To this tradition the Spaniards added excellent 

arts of their own, notably iron-work, glazed pottery, 

leather-working, and glass-making. 

7. Shattuck, George C., The Peninsula of Yucatan, Carnee 
Institution of Washington, p. 38. 

8. Chase, Stuart, Mexico, p. 90. 
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"In addition, certain crafts purely Mexican, such as 

sombrero and sarape weaving, have been evolved since Cortez 

landed. But I sm afraid that, as in case of basic civili- 

zation, Mexican handicrafts have been slowly declining 

since the Conquest." 

"The village Indian has resisted the twentieth century 

as he resisted the Spaniards, the church, the industrialism 

of Diaz. He has taken only such aspects of the machine as 

do no violence to his basic pattern. The same cannot be 

said of urban areas. The cities are made of softer stuff. 

Both the physical structure of Mexican cities and the peo- 

ple who live therein have been profoundly influenced, first 

by Spain, then by France, now by the United States." 10 

"From contact with the aesthetic ideas of conqueror 

and conquered, the native artist suffered great loss, for 

the fanatic apostle and the destructive invader threw them- 

selves into the task of completely razing pro-Hispanic 

architecture and with it, sculpture - the apostle to weaken 

the strong influence of the mythological beliefs whose 

personages he found beautifully sculptured in temple and 

palace; and the soldier, to prevent the renaissance of the 

emotion-quickening art of the Indian which mIght fan the 

fire of rebellion in the conquered people. By superhi.mian 

9. Chase, Stuart, LIexico, p. 184. 
10. Ibid, p. 251. 
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effort the Indians protected their gods from this brutal 

vandalism by burying the pyramids and temples under thous- 

ands of tons of earth, as is daonstrated to modern archae- 

olOgists." 11 

"Native art was not art for art's sake, nor did it 

awaken in the observer aesthetic emotions only; it was a 

thing symbolic and aesthetic, for with the pleasure of the 

beautifil, it associated mentally the objects and active 

divinities of personal, social and cosmic life. The fasion 

of native mythology, fount of inspiration, with Catholicism 

adulterated the artistic production of the people, for the 

pagan Catholic images of saints or divine entities no longer 

provoked the powerfal response of htnan to nor 

offered majestic and objective creative themes, but they 

bore a creation entangled in semi-abstract concepts and 

the colorless contemplation of anonymous personages." 
12 

"However, in some of the native families which had 

and continue to have, little contact with the whites, there 

is a marked persistence of the mythical concepts; and their 

decorations bear the same originalIty and strength as did 

the pre-Hispanics." 13 
The Tarascan Indians are noted for 

having remained to themselves, and resisted first the 

Aztecs, then the Spaniards. 

11. Vasconcelos, Jose, kaects of Mexican Civilization, 
p. 111. 

12. Ibid, p. 113. 
13. mid, p. 113. 
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ttFr the arrival of Cortez, the Spanish conquerors 

had no object in their legislation and organization than 

the substitution of their language, customs, and civiliza- 

tion for that of the natives, but they failed because the 

Indians defended themselves; first with arms, and then con- 

quered physically, by a passive resistance which has out- 

lasted three centuries. Then Ivlexican Independence was 

declared, the great mass of natives and half-breeds which 

formed. the majority of the population were at an economic 

and cultural level below the pro-Hispanic standards, for 

they had been rifled of their national resources, and the 

most brilliant phases of their culture had been erased; 

while they themselves had refused to accept the civiliza- 

tion of the conquerors. They were left without either, in 

utter wretchedness and with a defective hybrid culture 

which has characterized them ever since." 14 

The crafts brough from Europe by the Spanish were 

regulated and controlled by means of guilds set up on the 

same plan as were the guilds of Europe. A notable example 

is the Potter's Guild of Puebla. The city of Puebla was 

foiided by the Spaniards in 1531 or 1532. With the fotind- 

ing of the town, some of the first factories were estab- 

lished by European craftsmen. Chief among these were those 

making glass and pottery. For nearly three centuries this 

14. Vasconcelos, Jose, Aspects of Mexican Civilization, 
p. 169. 
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city was the only center of the majolica industry in the 

western hemisphere. 

In visiting LIexico, its mu.seums and churches, one 

realizes the abilities of the Indians of the past. Where 

one visits the markets and factories of today and watches 

the Indians at work, he can easily see the ability is not 

of the past alone. In comparing the work of today with 

the same type of the past, one finds that the quality of 

design and the materials are not exactly the saine. 
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CHAPTER VI 

TI CRAFTS 

The Mexicans love decoration. Since Archaic times, 

long before the Conquest, their ancestors were great 

builders, sculptors, painters, goldsmiths, carvers of 

jade, weavers, and potters. Art good or bad seems essen- 

tial to the happiness of the Mexican. 

The present Mexicans are descendants of the early 

iithabitants of Mexico. About two-thirds of the population 

is still Indian, the remainder being mestizo (mixed) and 

other nationalities that have come in from the outside. 

"The Maya are not extinct. In fact, Maya Indians 

still constitute the largest element in the present-day 

Yucatan. The blood of the race that built the old cities 

predominates in the persons of several hundreds of thous- 

ands of men and women now alive. The Maya language, 

probably. not different from that spoken by the Indians who 

built Coba and Uxmal, is still the general language of 

connunication outside of Menda, the capital of the present 

Mexican State of Yucatan." i 

Though Guatemala is not now a part of Mexico, it is 

included here because it was a part of the Empire of the 

Mayas, and their descendants still live there. 

i. "Culture of the Maya", Supplementary publications No. 6 
Carnegie Foundation of Washington, p. 16. 
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Textilo 

Guat eiia1a 

"There is no evidence to show that woo]. of any kind 

was used in Guatemala or elsewhere in Middle Ar.ierica i.mtil 

the Spaniards brought MerIno sheep in frein Europe. Today 

flocks are raised in the upper highland areas of Guatemala 

and the wool woven on hand looms and the product utilized 
for clothing. In certain centers in the provinces of 

MomostenanCo and of quiche, the industry of textiles in 
wool is further advanced. The mountain ponchos or zarapes 
are famous for their quality; they are waterproof, well 

nig2i everlasting, and of beautiful and harmonious coloring. 
ThIs coloring is invariably severe, generally Indigo and 

white, black and white and purple and white, woven in 
stripes or plaids or in their famous corn motif." 2 

The colorful Guatemalan Indian costumes today are 
made of cotton and are embroidered in silk or wool. The 

silk is imported. The Guatemala costume varies according 
to the village in which the wearer lives, this custom being 
one result of the Spanish Conquest. Previously the natives 
had dressed according to tribe. "But each village follows 
its own traditional pattern to the last detail. The weavers 
have no set rulos governing them at their locns, but are 

2. News Service Bulltin, Carnegie Inst1tut±of Washingt, 
Vol. III, p. 161. 
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BELT LOOlVI 

The belt loom of the modern Maya Is a very 
simple affair. 



GUATEMALAN GAR?ENT 

The garnent was obtained by Edith Ricketson from the 
village of an Marcos in the uetzaltenango region. 



GUATELJALAN BRIDAL IADBA1D 

A bridal headband obtained from the village of 
Totonicapan by Ruth Reeves for the Carnegie 
Institution Collection. 
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WOOLEN BLANKET 

A woolen blanket frani the quiche district, obtained 
by Ruth Reeves for the Carnegie Institution of 
Washington. 

h' 
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guided in their work by memory and experience. In conse- 

quence, while all the costumes of a given village conform 

to a distinctive pattern no two are ever exactly alike." 

"Many of the designs to be seen on blouses and jackets 

are snbolic although the meaning has usually been forgot- 

ten ------- 
"One of the most interesting of al]. designs is that 

of thedouble headed eagle, highly conventionalized, however. 

Some claim that this design was adopted by the Indians from 

the Hapsbi.rg Coat of Ariis, which was the royal emblem of 

the Spanish colonial official. Others declare that it is 

a totem native to the Indians and that the two-headed 

eagle design has been found on objects buried underground 

for centuries." 

"In coloring their textiles today, nearly all dyeing 

Is done in the thread and not In the piece. The Indians 

still draw heavily upon the animal, vegetable and mineral 

substances that aro close at hand, although the aniline 

dyes of trade are beginning to be used. Thus the indigo 

plant, the roots and barks of' various treos, the cochineal 

insect, and even the juice of berries and vegetables such 

as the blackberry and wild tomato are utilized for the 

purpose. Here again the coloring of the textiles varies 

3. 1ews Service Bulletin, Carnegie Institution of ?Tashiig- 
ton, Vol. III, p. 161. 

4. Ibid., p. 163. 
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MAGUEY FIELD 

This plant i used for textiles and basketry. Other uses 
to which it is put are for food and intoxicating drink. 

O) 
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BELT A1'D BAG 

This belt from Toluca is woven of cotton, 
the colors being red, white, and blue. 
This bag is woven of rnaguey. It is corn- 
monly used by the Indian man as a pouch. 



according to the locality and village, each having its ovn 

particular dyes which are made in secret ways that are care- 

fully guarded. 

"One of the most interesting color sources is that 

from which purple is obtained. This color is perhaps the 

most highly prized of all those employed by the Indian; 

indeed, so much esteemed is it that it is reserved largely 

for use in ceremonial costumes and in costumes of finest 

quality. The dye Is obtained from a mollusk (Pupura Patula) 

plentiful in the West Indies and occurring also on the 

Pacific coast of Central America." 

Weaving, one of the oldest of Mexican arts, is still 

widespread important. The come down practi- 

cally unchanged in methods and craftsmanship. When Cortez 

came into Llexico, he found the Indians weaving cotton, 

heriequen, maguey fibers, and feathers, and to this his 

followers added wool. Todaj, cotton, henoquen, maguey, 

and wool are still used, but the feather weaving has dis- 

appeared. 

The spinning is still done by hand with the pro-Con- 

quest pottery spinning whorls and In some instances on a 

crude spinning wheel. As one rides along the Pan-Pacific 

Highway, front Valles to Mexico City, through the Otomi 

Indian country, one may see the Indian women and, in some 

5. News Service Bulletin, Carnegie Institution of Washing- 
p. 164. 
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Instances, the men hurrying along the footpath at the side 

of the highway spinning the maguey fiber into yarn or 

string. On their heads may be balanced sacks or bags woven 

of maguey which are used for coffee bags. If the spinner 

is seated in the market, the whorl may be danced in a bowl. 

The yarn is then dyed, though much of the weaving is 
done in the natural colored wool, brown and white. As is 
true of Guatemala, some of the natives dye their own yarns 

using the dye materials at hand, notably vegetable dyes. 

Yarns dyed with Geriiian dyes aro used considerably n the 

weaving of sarapes. This type of yarn is used particu- 
larly for tourist trade, for which quantity and speed are 

desired. In the state of Oaxaca, the scarlet dye is still 
obtained, in the ancient manner, from the cochineal insect. 
The insects are minute and it takes many thousand, when 

dried, to weigh a pound. They yield a very lasting dye. 

Eut since factory dyes are cheaper, the industry has suf- 
fered and is not what it was. 

The weaving is done on either of two types of looms. 

The sinple type Is more frequently used in the home. This 
consists of two bars with the warp stretched between. One 

end is tIed to a tree or post, and the other is fastened 
to a belt that slips around the waist or hips of the 
weaver. Bcmboo sticks aro used as heddles to separate the 
warp into sheds. The other type of boni is the two-harness, 



PRIMITIVE 'IWO-HARlTESS LOOM 
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SARAPE 

1 

' 

Sarape fron Saltillo woven of cotton and 
wool on a two-harness loom. 



SARAPE 

- 

Sarape of wool and mercerized cotton woven on a two-harness 
loom. It is the center design of a modern Saltillo blanket. 

cl 
cl 
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upright loom. It was introduced by the Spanish and is used 

today in weavIng sarapes and heavier niaterials. This type 

is the one used in so-called sarape factories. The loois 

are set as close together as possible in the living room 

of the home. The men stand snd weave. In some factories, 

women assist with the dyeing of the yarn for weaving. If 

the blankets or sarapes are to have finished ends, women 

will either tie the warp threads into a Cringe or turn a 

hem and blanket-stitch it down. Throughout LIexico, weaving 

is done in varying quantities. It cannot be said that 

those natives living far from large cities so that trans- 

portation is a problem do the most and best weaving. The 

Otoini Indians, living within a short distance of Mexico 

City, do much fine weaving. It is said, however, that the 

most and finest weaving comes from the states where Indian 

languages and traditions aro conserved and where the crafts 

are flourishing. These are Guanajuato, Jalisco, Puebla, 

Oaxaca, Mlchoacai-i, Veracruz, Chiapas, and Mexico City. 

The sarape, generally of wool, is the most conion of 

woven articles. It has many uses as a coat or wiap; a 

floor covering; a blanket; or a shade to protect one's 

wares in the village market. 

Each and every village and state uses sarapes dis- 

tinctive in texture, color, and design. The sarapes of 

of the same village are different though they bear the 

characteristic designs of the region. A person experienced 



in handling sarapes cn easily recognize the souxce of each. 

Ixi Mexico there are familles who carry on the weaving in 

their hones, for trade, who still use vegetable dyes and. 

prepare their own yarns. They have distinctive designs 

that are very lovely. For example, one of these is the 

Parga family belonging to the Tarascan Indians in L!ichoacan. 

The colors used are red, black, green, whIte, yellow, and 

orange, combined with some of the natural colored wool. 

The center design or bocamanga is diaiiond shaped. The end 

designs are stripes using some shading. The colors are 

beautiful and the weaving very nicely done. This family's 

entire product is sold by one merchant in Mexico. His 

statement was, "i take all their sarapes." He had in his 

store three such type sarapes not seen elsewhere by the 

writer. 

The loveliest sarapes, the writer saw not in a collec- 

tion of antiques, were those worn by individuals in the 

villages. 

The designs of the sarapes of today seem to be located 

in the center and the ends of the blanket. In some cases 

the sides of the blankets have a variety of small designs, 

but more frequently they are plain or have a plain border. 

The motifs used are from plant and animal life with stripes, 

diamonds, and the Greek key. 

In comparing some of the fine old sarapes that are 
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PANCHO 

Pancho, in natural dark brown and white wool, 
frn Texmelucan near Mexico City. 
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Bag in pink and white wool and cotton made by 
an Otoini Indian. 



seen in collections, in Mexico, one discovers the sarape 

of today is not as lovely in color, design, and technique 

of weaving as are the older ones. 

The pancho, which is a smaller sarape or blanket woven 

with an opening in the center through which to slip the 

head and long enough to reach almost to the knees, is the 

most conmion type of coat worn by the Indian. It is woven 

in the natural colored black and white or brown and white 

and sometnes has a bright flower pattern near the center. 

The Otoini Indians are another tribe that use vege- 

table dyes and are known for their weaving, particularly 

for theIr bags which are of two colors, either black and 

white, brown and white, or a bright color and white. They 

have stylized bird, animal, flower, and some geometric 

designs. The Huichols are also noted for their bags, but 

their designs are geometric and the bags are generally 

small; while those of the Otomi Indians are large. On 

market day the Otomi Indian men may be seen trotting along 

to town with their bags hanging down their backs, the 

strings tight around their foreheads. 

Sashes or belts of cotton and of wool are found in 

various parts of Mexico; in fact, they vary almost as much 

as the sarapes. They are of all widths and lengths from 

one and one-half inches to five inches in width and a half 

to three yards in length. The motifs are stripes, geometric, 

plant, and animal forms. 
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SASH 

Sash, in blue and wh±te cotton, made by the 
Otomi Indians near Iexico City. 



TABLC LOTH 

Tablecloth from Oaxaca woven of cotton on a two- 
harness loom. The idol design was laid in when 
the cloth was woven. The features on the face 
were later embroidered on the cloth. 
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In Oaxaca, In addition to the sarapes, cotton tilmas 

for the men, iwicheon cloths and napkins, and bedspreads 

are woven of cotton. The wool sarapes of Oaxaca have soft 

gray and white striped borders and stylized figiues of 

idols or animals in the center. The polycbroine sarapes 

with calendar stone and idol designs are designed and made 

definitely for tourist trade. 

Homespun cloth for clothing other than the sarape is 

woven in various sections of the country but is not con- 

sidered here as the writer feels it belongs to the vast 

field of costumes of the Nexican Indians. 

nbroideries are mentioned because many of the natives 

embroider very complex and intricate designs in bright 

colors on white cotton cloth and so produce very beautiful 

costumes. The Isthmus of Tehuantepec is famous for its 

embroideries. Drawn-work was originally made by the women 

of Aguascalientes in their homes and was very well known, 

but one sees little of it for sale when traveling in Mexico. 

The altar cloths in the churches are often of drawn-work. 

A lovely piece, the writer recently saw, was a napkin or 

towel over a lunch basket, which a small boy was taking to 

his father at work out of Taxco, Iexico. The cloth was 

small and very fine with an intricate design. Drawn-work 
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WOVEN COTTON CLOTH 

Cloth from Toluca of linen-like texture 
embroidered with wool in colors. 



BASKETS FROM T OLUCA 

Left: Red background; design in yellow and green; white 
handles, edge, and baso. 

Right: White background; design in purple, blue, and green. 
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MARIOET SCENE 

Petates woven of reeds; in the market at Toluca 



is usually made in cotton cloth. The crosswise tbreads 

are removed where the design Is to be placed. The length- 

wise threads are then, to produce the desired design, 

caught together into groups with cotton threads. Sometimes 

designs are woven to form a filet lace pattern. During the 

making of the drawn-work, it is necessary to stretch it in 

a fraiie. The frame is square or rectangular In shape and 

is made of four sticks. Strips of cotton cloth are then 

sewed to the frame. The article being made Is then basted 

to these strips of cloth. 

In Toluca, one finds a linen-like cloth woven of white 

cotton and embroidered in colored yarns, the motifs of 

which are plant, animal, human colored 

wools are used in executing the designs. 

The Oaxaca luncheon sets and bedspreads are embroidered 

with birds or figures of the Indian gods. 

Baskets and. Petates 

Though the most famous are those of Toluca, the bas- 

kets of Mexico are of many kinds depending on available 

materials and intended use. Irapuato and Toluca have 

baskets that are quite similar. The baskets of Toluca are 

made on the same general style, though sorne are very much 

finer than others. The designs used are largely plant and 

animal forms. These baskets are made in nearly all colors, 
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but the designs are more di$tinct on the white background. 

The dyes used in dyeing the reeds or grasses are mostly 

aniline. They are clear in color and lovely when first 

made. If placed in the sim or strong light, however, they 

quickly fade. The materials used in making the Toluca 

baskets are reeds or grass wound over something that re- 

sembles broomstraw. They are made in many shapes and 

sizes, though the baskets of finer texture are usually 

smaller. Coarse ones large enough for clothes hampers may 

be purchased, and many American tourists bring these home. 

The petates are woven of reeds that grow in the tule 

swamps or marshes. The reeds are cut and dried and then 

woven by hand into the petate. The petate is the Indian's 

bed, floor-covering, and wall of his house, and is even 

used for his coffin. Many toys seen in the markets and 

sold by peddlers on the street are made of these same reeds. 

In a restaurant in Mexico City, the wall finish about six 

feet high was petates varnished over to give a smooth sheen 

and firm finish. The result was most interesting. 

Lacquers 

Lacquers date back to pre-conquest days. From that 

time to the present the two main centers of production have 

been Olinala in Guerrero and Uruapan in Michoacan. There 

are two principal styles of lacquer. The first is made by 



LAC QUR 

The colors are blue, white, green, yellow, 
and orange on a black background. The edge 
and back are a dark earth red. This piece 
is from either Olinala or Uruapan. 
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TRAY 

Black lacquer with design painted on in 
shades and tints of blue, rose, yellow, 
and green. Such trays are made in 
Cuernavaca. 
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using two colors. The undercoat of color is applied and 

permitted to dry. The second color is then applied and 

with the thuiub-nail the designs are carved through to the 

color beneath. For thiz reason they are often referred to 

as thumb-nail lacquers. The second style Is done by first 

lacquering the wooden tray an all-over color, frequently 

black. The design is then cut out, and one color at a time 

is applied v;ith the palm of the After each color is 

put on, it must dry thoroughly before another ïs applied. 

Several colora may be used in making this style. It is 

said that it takes about three weeks to make one small bowl 

or tray. In the National Museum in Mexico City, there are 

some very beautifu.l old red lacquers from Olinala. 

In these two centers the proper kind of wood for 

foundation material, the necessary natural oils, and the 

best earth colors can be obtained. However, the poorer 

articles are made not with the natural earth colors but 

with a cheaper substitute. 

Michoacan is also famous for its lacquered gourds. 

The natives use them as baskets or bowls into which they 

put supplies and then carry them on their heads. 

The articles most frequently made are bateas or shal- 

low bowls, small boxes, and trays. The motifs for the 

designs are plants, animals, and birds. The second type 

generally uses flower forms and occasionally birds. 



CLOTH, CA1DLESTICKS, AND PITCEER 

Cloth of cotton, embroidered with wool; from Toluca. 
Candlesticks of tin; from Taxco. 
Pitcher of blue hand-blown glass; from Guadalajara. 
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A third type one sees used in Mexico is most frequently 

in the form of bateas or shallow bowls. The bowl is lac- 

quered and the design is then painted on. This type, how- 

ever, does not compare with the other two styles and per- 

haps should not be included here. But they are attractive, 

of quite good design, and still inexpensive. These are 

made near Cuernavaca. In the markets or along the streets, 

one sees the Indians using them as containers for food 

offered for sale. 

Metal Work 

The ancient Indians were noted for the beautiful ob- 

jects made of gold, silver, and copper. The writer did not 

see any modern metal working that compares with the collec- 

tion from Monte Alban that is now on exhibit in the National 

Museum in Mexico City. However, there are silver shops 

that make very interesting costume jewelry. The necklaces, 

ear-rings, and finger rings made by these shops are very 

beautiful. One notable shop is that of Mr. Spratling in 

T ax co. 

Trays, bowls, and sugars and creamers are also made 

in silver factories in Mexico City. It is most interest- 

ing to watch the young boys take a flat piece of silver 

sheet and embed it in a sealing wax form. Then with s1!nple 

tools and no visible pattern, they hamuer out very intri- 
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cate and beautU'ui designs. These are then removed from 

the mold by slightly heating it with a torch. The edge is 

finished and then the whole piece is polished. 

In Taxco, one sees many tinshops. A thin sheet of 

metal is cut the desired shape; lt niay then be tooled on 

a leather pad with a tool similar to a nut pick, or it may 

be hcmnered into the desired shape. The parts are soldered 

together and then polished. The bases of objects like 

candle sticks are filled with dirt or lead so they will not 

be easily upset. The articles made are picture and mirror 

frames, candle sticks, lanterns, tin masks, and decorative 

objects such as quite elaborate tin roosters. These arti- 

cles can be kept from rusting by applying a coat of shellac 

or a coat of ord±nary floor wax, allowing it to dry, then 

polishing. The tin shops are interesting because young 

boys frequently work the unusual material. As is the case 

all over Mexico, it is a family system. The father teaches 

the son or sons, and they work together in their small shop. 

Besides the many tin shops there are silver factories where 

numerous articles of jewelry are made. 

Leather Tooling 

There are many beautifully tooled saddles, belts, and 

pouches, but these are not found among the Indians of the 

lower classes. An excellent exhibit of these may be seen 
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at a charro contest. The finely tooled ladies' purses, 

belts, and keytainers are modern inventions. 

Wood Carving 

The carving of fino woods is not done as it was when 

the beautiful altars and doors of the cathedrals were made. 

Today, in Mexico, one may see and purchase candle sticks, 

boxes, picture and mirror frames of carved wood that are 

interesting but do not compare favorably with those of the 

past. In the wood-shops, one may also see chair backs 

being carved out in intricate designs very much like those 

of Spain during the Baroque period. 

Glas swae 

The two famous centers for glassware are Mexico City 

and Guadalajara. Visiting glass factories in Mexico City, 

one sees very large or very small well shaped hand-blown 

glassware. 

The ingredients for the glass are ground and mixed 

together in a rather crude mill. The whole is then heated 

and blown in the desired shapes. If a piece of glassware 

breaks, it is thrown with the ingredients for the next lot 

of glassware, and it is then ground, melted, and blown 

again. In the materials to be used for glass, were all 

colors and kinds of glass, such as old dishes, bottles, and 
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vases. The original color is destroyed in the heating. 

This particular factory exports to cities in the United 

States such as Los Angeles, San Francisco, and New York. 

The glass is blown into the shapes of nearly any 

kind of table-ware one would want and is made in many 

lovely colors. Blues and greens are the most coimnon 

colors, with some wine-red and amber occasionally used. 

The blues vary from a very pale to a very deep shade. A 

color popular with the Mexican people is a sea-water blue. 

Potterï 

Throughout Mexico pottery making is common, often 

being a home industry. The leading pottery centers are 

Puebla, Guadalajara, Tonala, Mexico City, and Oaxaca. 

Everything is made by hand, and in some cases the potters 

do not even have the most primitive potter's wheel. 

Whether done in the home or in the factory, the same 

general method of making the pottery is followed. First, 

the sand is prepared by sifting. Second, the clay is 

kneaded, usually with the feet. Third, the pottery is 

moulded into the desired shape. Fourth, it is dried in 

the shade and in the sun. If the pottery is to be un- 

glazed, the design is painted on in mineral colors after 

the drying and is then baked. If it is to be glazed, it 

goes through two bakings. The glaze is composed of tin, 
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lead, and fine sand and looks very much like muddy water. 

Variations In home equipnient are found. For instance, if 

a native is making a Íew dishes, he may use the family 

metate, used for grinding corn, to knead his clay. For 

his kiln, he may pile bits of broken pottery over his 

newly shaped pottery and under it build a fire of straw. 

To consider all the kinds or types of pottery made in 

Mexico is a task too long and complicated for this paper; 

therefore only a few of the more common and well-known will 

be described here. 

The Indian creates his pottery, glassware, snd sarapes 

primarily for his own use and second only for exchange with 

his own people for necessary supplies. Throughout Mexico, 

pottery of varying patterns and qualities is made according 

to the traditions and contacts of the individual creating 

it. 

The most famous is the Talavera pottery which was made 

in Puebla. When the Spaniards founded Puebla, they intro- 

duced the industrial methods of the Old World and in many 

towns established factories for the manufacture of staple 

goods. The laborers in these factories were the natives. 

Being skilled craftsmen previous to the arrival of the 

Spaniards, they soon excelled their instructors, and in a 

short time, industrïal arts in Mexico became no longer 

dependent on Europe. 
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A little over loo years after ?u.ebla was founded, a 

potter's guild was organized with a long and involved code 

of laws regulating the manufacture arid sale of pottery. 

Its existence was short, only from 1653 to 1676. 

The present-day potters in Puebla use practically the 

saine processes as were employed by the majolists of Europe 

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

The clay is well mixed by the feet of the workman and 

freed from grit. It is than variously shaped on the pot- 

tor's wheel and set aside to dry. Following this, it is 

fired in a kiln for five or six hours. The pottery is 

then dipped into a liquid preparation of glaze, composed 

of oxides of lead and tin gro-md together in the porportion 

of about th2ee parts of the former and one of the latter, 

to which water, sand, and a little molasses have been added. 

The molasses is used to make the glaze stick. Then the 

glaze has dried, the design is painted on, freehand, In 

colors obtained from metallic oxides mixed with flux. 

When thoroughly dry, the pottery is fired again, this time 

for thirty-six hours. In this way, the colors are incor- 

porated into the glaze to give the effect of an underglaze 

design. 

In making Mexican niajolica, lead is incorporated into 

the enamel or glaze before it is applied. The result is 

an extremely hard glaze, said to be very difficult to 
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POTTERY 

Pottery, inexpensIve type, from Puebla. 

(0 



scratch even with a 

Five colors we: 

best pieces, though 

fewer colors. Blue 

e otubinat ion. 

In one factory 

steel point. 

e generally used for decorating the 

one sees lovely old pieces that employed 

and white seem to have been a favorite 

in Puebla, visited by the writer, the 

designs on the bowls being made that day were in five 

colors. It seemed to be the practice of the factory to 

make one particular article on a given day, that is, one 

day tiles were made and on the next day pitchers. In the 

making of the bowls, the tasks were divided; the potter 

shaped the bowls very quickly on the wheel, and when they 

were ready for the glaze, a boy dipped them in. When 

ready for the designs, several boys, very quickly and 

deftly, painted in the designs free-hand. It was a fac- 

tory, but all the work was done by the hands or the feet. 

The majolica of Mexico resembles that of Spain, 

though it has an element of manly vigor and boldne8s in 

modeling and decorative treatment that is distinctly its 

own. Some of the earliest wares were at times quite crude 

and Inartistic, but the Chinese influence that caine in 

later was a refining one. 

The first tiles in Mexico were brought over from 

Spain. Since the extensive building progren of the 

Spaniards required many tiles, by 1575 they were being made 

in quantity in Mexico. 



WATER -JARS 

Water-jars of common pottery being trans- 
ported to Mexico City. 



During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the 

ceramics of lIexico came under two distinct influences, that 

of the potters from Talavera, Spain, and later that of the 

Chinese, The Chinese influence was due, however, to the 

extensive importation of oriental porcelains rather than 

to Chinese potters. 

Until quite recently when potteries were established 

in Oaxaca for the manufacture of ordinary conmiercial ware, 

the majolica of Liexico has been confined to Puebla. 

The Puebla Talavera ware is heavier and more durable 

but is too expensive to be within the means of the poor. 

It is made into a variety of forms, such as jars, vases, 

flower pots of all sizes, breakfast and dinner sets, tiles, 

and tile panels. 

Today much inexpensive pottery is made in Puebla. One 

variety is glazed both inside and out and has a cream base 

with the design in bright colors. Most of it is very 

fragile. Puebla also produces an inexpensive black glazed 

pottery. The designs in this are black but raised. This 

ware is seen in many of the markets. 

Guadalajara is also noted for its pottery. The curio 

stores all over Mexico carry its water jars. The clay is 

porous so that the water seeps through to the outside of 

the jar where evaporation cools both the container and the 

water inside. Much of the pottery credited to Guadalajara 



is actually made in the small towns near the city. San 

Petho and Tonala, Jalisco, are two such towns that ae 

famous for their pottery. Much of it is unglazed in soft 

grays and reddish brown and is decorated in stylized flower 

and animal patterns. Tonala, Jalisco, makes a pottery with 

a cream background decorated with rather fantastic flowers, 

leaves, animals, and trees. The designs give it a Persian 

appearance. 

The villages around Oaxaca are famous for their dark 

green glazed pottery. They also make an unglazed black 

pottery. 

In addition, there is the connnon type of pottery found 

in all markets and throughout Mexico. This is 

made primarily for the natives? use since it is very mex- 

pensive. It is thin, highly glazed, and very fragile. It 

is so inexpensive, however, that its fragility is not much 

of a factor. It will withstand heat and is used for most 

of the Mexican cooking vessels. Huge quantities of it are 

found in the markets. It is made in nearly all conceivable 

forms and constitutes the only dishes and cooking utensils 

owned by the poor. One sees many mugs or pitchers being 

carried along the streets. The colors of the pottery va1y 

from an orange-yellow to a dark red-brown, with decorative 

touches in contrasting colors. Sinple lines, flowers, 

animals, a verse or a naine may be used to convey the thought. 



Much of this type of pottery is used along the border, 

chiefly by people who have lived in Mexico, particularly 

for cooking vessels or baking dishes. One Mexican woman 

told me "Oh! you can't get the correct flavor in cooking 

certain of the Mexican dishes unless you use the earthen- 

ware dish." 
Throughout Mexico, toys are made of every conceivable 

material. The Mexicans love their children and enjoy making 

things for them. Many pottery objects are seen in every 

market and shop and are sold on the streets by vendors. 

Each and everyone of the many Mexican crafts makes a 

most interesting study. We must remember that the best of 

them are created for use by the native himself or his 

neighbor. Everyone should pray that the native will not 

listen to the demands or the exclamations of the tourists 
and will continue to execute his native designs. 

most remarkable thing about Don Tomas is that 
through many years of his business success he kept true in 

his designs to the slow fine painstaking craft quality of 

his Indian tradition. An artist with color, his sarapes in 
former years seed to me perfect examples of the best of' 

Mexican Indian craft art. 
"Now, I wish I had influence with the Virgin of 

Guadalupe that would make her teach him that in the long 

run it is better not to listen to the exclanations of the 



merican tourists and to make coarse, cheap, green, white 

and red striped sarapes with Aztec calendars and idols in 

the center; but to listen to the age-old voices in his 

artistic Indian heart and to make sarapes as he made the 

one bearing the image of the Virgin, with simple faith 

and clear vision." 6 

6. Garner, Bess Adams, Mexç, p. 19. 
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C QMCLUSIONS 

Mexico affords rmich in arts and crafts that may be 

used as an interest approach to the Mexican people of our 

coirrunity. By bringing the Mexican crafts to the atten- 

tion of the school students, a different outlook and an 

increased appreciation can be developed. 

The cultural value of the study of the Egyptian, 

Greek, and Roman civilizations has long been an accepted 

fact. It is now called to our attention that we have a 

neighboring country with a cultural history comparable to 

and contemporary with these great cultures of the past. 

It can be assumed, therefore, that the cultural history 

of Mexico is of value to us. 

The Mexican native is a clever creator, and his 

artistic abilities should be gi 

develop. Certain organizations 

fort to emphasize and encourage 

not present an opportunity that 

nize? 

The Mexican native creates 

ven an opportunity to 

are making a special ef- 

creative work. Does this 

the schools should recog- 

the article to fill a 

definite need, and then he decorates it with a design 

made up of motifs from nature and his religion. It is 

his means of self-expression, and in this way he creates 

simple designs for use and beauty. These are an excellent 
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source of illustrative material for class use. 

In the study of the crafts, it was found that those 

of today are not on as high a level of perfection as 

those of the past. One influence, at present, that is 

tending toward a deterioration in the standard of the 

popular arts of Mexico is that of the American tourist. 

An appreciation of the best in these crafts will help to 

raise the standards of craftsmanship. The Mexican crafts- 

man today will create for sale that which is demanded. 

Mexico has many interesting handicrafts. The Mexican 

student should take pride in the contribution his people 

have to offer. He should live with them, study them, and 

learn of their background. As a result the enjoinent of 

his creative work should occupy a place in his recreation 

and entertainment, and he should become more versatile in 

his own designs and craftwork. This will help him to 

evaluate himself in relation to other people, particularly 

to those of the school and of the community. 

As a result of this study, the writer recommends cer- 

tain of the crafts be used for study and appreciation 

rather than for participation in the activity. These are 

basketry, lacquers, wood carving, glassware, and pottery. 

It is recommended that these crafts are not to be made 

since the equipment necessary to teach them would be too 

expensive at the present time. The following crafts are 



recommended for classroom activity since the equipment 

necessary is simple and inexpensive - weaving, embroidery, 

metal such as tin-work, leather-work, and conimon pottery. 

3ugestions for Further Research 

After a careful consideration of the findings of the 

present study, the writer would make the following recoin- 

mendations for further research. 

1. A comparative study of the Mexican sarape; includ- 

ing the materials, the colors, and the designs character- 

istic of the different regions. 

2. A study of the native costume of any one of the 

various Indian tribes of Mexico. 

3. A study of the decorative stitches used in Mexican 

embroidery. 
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